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About This Game

Having evolved from the Dungeons and Dragons table and refined for over a decade, The Great Gaias is a story-driven RPG
that tells a compelling tale adapted from an original campaign setting and reimagined as the beloved classic genre.

Story:

A mysterious contract from the royal family sparks the interest of an organized band of sellswords. What seems like a normal
job quickly spirals into a whirlwind of betrayal and tragedy, thrusting a young rogue and his unlikely companions into the

middle of an ancient prophecy.

Rumors of long forgotten creatures, lost magic and a cult devoted to a dark god signify the coming of a new age. With petty
feuds and corrupted politicians dividing the unity of the great nations, a blind eye is turned to the true evil about to descend

upon the land.

Features:

60+ Hour Main Storyline

17 Playable Characters
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200 abilities to learn

Hundreds of unique enemies

In Depth Crafting System

Build Your Own City

A Multitude of Hidden Bosses

Challenging Dungeons

Multiple Endings
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Firstl i would like to say that it is an innovative game with the potential to go along way. I like the idea of being able potray a
company in the media as well as researching and developing your own goals to acheieve whatever you want in the game. That
being said there is defiantely need for further develpoment of the game.
1.The graphics which at the moment are obviously not the finished product.
2. The grammar used in notifications, and interviews, needs to be reviewed, some mistakes are basic and others are merely
spelling mistakes.
3. It may be prudent to feature notifications when researches have been completed other than an email.
4. The GUIs need to be developed for all buildings.
5. Each of the available researeched items, such as radar, visible, UV, IR telescopes should have a full description available, as it
stands the information shown when the mouse is hovered over the items goes off the screen and cannot be fully read.
6. It should be clearer how you can make a profit in a business like that, all that seems to happen is your costs go up via
research, buildings, or workers. There is no way of showing which research, or contracts will effect the profitability of your
company.
7. There should be a database made for saving games, it seems there is only one game you can currenty have at a time, so for
instance if you wish to play the long game and research slowly while trying to make a profit you can do so as well as having a
flip side game whereby you can just go for broke build all the buildings get your colony on mars and hope that you make you
profit in the mean time.
8. The text size needs to be bigger in the R&D department menu trying to read which research is very difficult.
9. The abilikty to build a satellite needs to be developed and maybe when doing so a brand can be a[[lied to your company that
would appear on all of your products, maybe it could be implemented at the start of the game when choosing the name of your
company.
10. I also think that you should start with a preassembled work force maybe 10 strong with varying degrees of skill, then from
there you could choose to develop them with the university or fire and hire or so on.

I know i am no game developer and i understand the game is still in its alpha stage, however, you guys have come across a game
that i feel has the potential to be an amazing game and everything that i have mentioned is obviously in my own opinion i look
forward and am exctied about the devlopment of this game in the future good luck guys. i am neither recommending or not
recommending at this stage as it would be unfair on the developer but watch this space.. Great game if you're looking for a
simple strategy game.. Charachers are somewhat unbalanced, and controls are a little stiff. It's cool to see a bunch of characters
come together, but there isn't much else backing up this brawl style game.

Honestly, it's a game that could have done decent had it been complete. The developer announced in 2017 that the game would
not be completed due to public backlash, so what appears in videos and such is lla that will exist.. This is an amazing game! ...or
at least, I think it is. I can't actually play it because everytime I launch it, I think of how dreamy Wash-Olof is.... Qop is the
continuation of zup of another dimension, even if we find a lot of element of Zup in this game, I find that it is not up to Zup.
But, I am a big fan of Zup and the ridiculous principle of this game, so I will continue to be a pigeon and therefore buy Qop.
Qop ✔
Qop 2 :skstopsign:
Qop 3 :skstopsign:
Qop 4 :skstopsign:
Qop 0 :skstopsign:
Qop 5 :skstopsign:. I don't find puzzles appealing that require constant backtracking and "shuffling pieces" around. The "story"
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is just...whaaa?! And the general gameplay is very repetitive and boring imho. Art style is okay, but nothing too interesting
either. I imagine someone with the actual desire to play through will be busy for about 2 to 3 hours at most.. Disrespectful to the
elderlly, I want a refund. I got to play DDR with a snake.
10/10
Would 100% again.
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Unlike this game a roach will never be deadlier, roomier or deadlier than the previous one you smited.. Unoptimized, really
slow. I am able to run smoothly many games with high demand to CPU/GPU but not this one.. Great style and rhythm, really
enjoying it. game keeps crashing an u cant unlock the free unit :\/. What the ♥♥♥♥ is up with the car handling on this game?
Most of the cars feel like they're always skating on an ice stage. Also using a steering wheel controller on this game makes them
slip even more even after setting the steering sensitivity down. Most of the cars bounce right away even after just a slight bump
causing the car to suddenly spin out of control. Just a slight bump... Even at low speed... Suddenly spinning out of control...
Seriously, why the hell is the car handling ♥♥♥♥ed? If you're looking for a car combat game with better handling and an
overall regular car weight feeling then I'd suggest trying out Gas Guzzlers Extreme. If you'd like to see how a paper car racing
on ice feels, then try this garbage.. Let's take one of the greatest classics in computer gaming history and ruin it.

The revamped graphics, music, and sound effects are just plain awful. The originals were so much better.

You would think that the now-'smoothed' movement would make the gameplay more seamless, but in fact it makes it
unncessarily tedious and more error prone. In the original, movements were fairly discrete, so there was no ambiguity with
regards to timing of movements. Whereas in the original I could hold down the arrow keys without too much fear of
overstepping, in this version I find myself tapping the keys because of how aggressive the game handles movement. The lack of
an undo feature means that you could easily waste half an hour on a puzzle that otherwise takes 3 minutes to solve, simply
because you accidentally held a key for two long, or accidentally tapped the wrong key. (No, I do not believe the level skip
feature makes up for this inexcusable omission.)

The game is intended to be a puzzle game, not an action game; I should not have to micromanage my movements in relation to
enemies apart from general high-level strategy!

I loved the original, but this remake is so very disappointing. As far as I've concerned, I've paid for the game, so I feel entitled to
download a bootleg of the original and play that one instead of this bastardized version.

Wrestlers Without Boundaries Is Out Now!:
Wrestlers Without Boundaries is now available on Steam! Take part in championships, fight against glorious champions and win
the title of the best wrestler ever!

Leave your feedback in comments and help us to make this game better!. OVIVO Patch 1.0.1:
- Added launcher for change options of screen resolution and graphics quality
- Fixed bug with saves (thanks Jelly for her report in Community Hub)
- Minor bug fixes and game improvements. Great Gaias Wiki:
The world of The Great Gaias is vast, spanning over a ten-thousand year timeline with hundreds of important characters and
interesting places to explore. With so much to keep track of, it is in the best interest of the community to have a hub of
information that can be available to everyone, but we need your help!

We are pleased to announce that our friends at Gamepedia (Curse.com) have helped us by starting the official wiki for the Great
Gaias! The wiki will be open, and available to the public to add content and edit. Please feel free to populate it with data to
share with the world!

This is a call to arms, Warriors of Old. It is time to write your own epic tales of adventure in The Great Gaias. The Grand
Historian would be proud.

The wiki can be found here:
https://thegreatgaias.gamepedia.com/The_Great_Gaias_Wiki. SPRING SALE, DEV VLOG & CLOSED BETA WAVE 4:
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Hello there fellow human!

The 4th Closed Beta Wave is right around the corner! This weekend on the 16th of March you will be able to fight on the
PROXIMA playgrounds again. The servers will be online for 6 hours. Make sure to check the Closed Beta schedule!

DEV VLOG

We also prepared our first Development Vlog for you! We are going over the most interesting changes for the upcoming patch
version 0.6.0. Detailed patchnotes will be published on the 16th of March.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUiwCkUh4R4
SPRING SALE

Our first sale is here! It's starting from today and will be active for the next 10 days until the 22nd of March. You can save up to
37% if you pre-order Tier 1 or Tier 2 on our official website: https://proximaroyale.com.
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[proximaroyale.com]

Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/

. v1.1.1.4:

Improved the Neon environment visuals

Fixed and improved rain effects (fixed mist and improved rain visibility)

Added rain and lightning into the Neon mode

. v1.5.0.1:
A quick update adding some more environment stuff.

Changes:
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Added hills

Added another layer on hills

Added water (lakes)

Added wind turbines

Hitting a beat now gives more (20) points

. v1.0.8.2:
I'm releasing this update early because I've found that the speed mode option was not working, it was stuck on the "medium"
option.

Changes:

Tweaked head movement on acceleration

Fixed Speed mode option and added a "Slower" mode

Added a medium road width option

Fixed fireworks (they were not showing up)

Rendering optimizations by adding LOD to traffic cars and environment
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